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Whether you want to knock down a house with country music, rock or blues, a guitar lick will create the desired effect. Licks, also known as riffs in many musical genres, arrest little arrangements of notes and chords that give guitar songs and solos their beat. Licks increase guitarists' musical dictionaries
and allow them to create their own combinations. Guitar riffs come in all tastes and combinations. Maybe you want to bend the strings like Muddy Waters, the quintessential bluesman, or play a haunting melodic line from Jimi Hendrix's Wind Cries Mary? You may have always wanted to emulate The
Beatles' style. If you already know your way around the guitar and want to learn some new licks, this series of video tutorials is exactly what you are looking for. Advertising This four-part series Lick of the Week shows guitar licking in a variety of levels and styles, from chromatic licking to a Charlie Parker-
style jazz riff. Once you have mastered each of them, you will get the opportunity to try the techniques that you learned on famous songs from Rush and the Beatles. Click on the next page to try your hand at a chromatic lick using dorian's regime. Content This first video takes a look at the chromatic lick in
C minor using Dorian's mode. The Dorian regime is a subset of large scales, which in turn falls under a chromatic scale. The chromatic scale is the mother of all weights; it includes all twelve notes, or pitches, on a Western musical scale. Once you've tried it lick in the keys A, D and G, apply what you've
learned to Rush Spirit radio and then head over to the next page for a taste of the blues. Advertising This video will show you how to play standard blues licking in key E. Your instructor will help you find bearings on the second line, show you hammer-on and retractable techniques, and play a riff over the
dominant seventh and minor chords. Advertising After you've licked this musical phrase, you'll learn a little about the history of the Beatles Revolution song and how to play the riff out of it. Once you've got the blues and beatles in your bag, check out the video on the next page to find out the lick that will
spice up your solo. This third lick has a little more attitude than the previous two. It lends itself best to fusion or funk style and adds contrast to the solo. Many solos play in a typical way, but this lick shows you how to break the monotony using rhythmic bias and chromatic notes. Check out this video to see
how to play this funky lick over D minor, minor and E minor chords using finger-turning, sliding and bending techniques. Try these techniques on Rush Limelight and then jazz up your routine with the final lick on the next page. Advertising Previous licks cover blues and but no collection would be complete
without a jazz riff. The riff in this video follows the style of Charlie Parker, the legendary American jazz saxophonist known for his improvisational solos. In this segment you will practice slide, hammer-on, retractable and other techniques. You also look at the combinations behind the Beatles day tripper
song and try them out for yourself. Advertising With these four licks under your belt, you will be able to impress your friends and you may even be inspired to create your own riffs. Can't get enough of all the guitar stuff? Check out the links on the next page to feed your curiosity. Since even the best
economy is unreliable, it is a good idea to have a contingency plan. For example, many survivors are already learning how to work as blacksmiths and farmers. If farming isn't your strong suit, perhaps you'll be better off as a professional musician. While a professional rock guitarist may not be the most
ordinary (or practical) choice for a second career, wouldn't it be an incredible job? If you are going to prepare for life as a rock star, you will need to learn some guitar solos. No self-respecting guitarist feels complete without memorizing a few guitar solos, so if you don't plan on singing, playing drums or
single-handedly bring back glockenspiel, it's in your best interest to learn at least one or two. Even the most dedicated rhythm guitarists have one or two wild scale sleeves. Almost every genre of music has room for guitar solos, and some - such as blues and metal - revolve around a catchy riff or a frantic
lick. Guitar solos can vary widely; some rely on the quick movement of the finger between the frets, while others include random chords, hammering or bending notes. If you want to be a good guitarist, it helps to learn a few solos - either riffs that can be modified to fit into chords or specific licks to show off
your technique in a jam-seizal. Advertising This three-part tutorial will teach you how to play blues twist worthy of a veteran musician by explaining every note in a step-by-step fashion. You will learn priceless finger techniques, musical theory and, of course, amazing guitar solos. Why wait? Click on the
next page to start your new rock career. TL;DR: Keep yourself entertained while social distancing yourself with Ultimate Rookie Expert Guitar Lessons Bundle for $29, 98% savings as of April 16. Have you ever wanted to learn how to play guitar? Of course I do. The difference is that now that you're stuck
at home without the likeness of public life, you have no excuse. It's time to take the old axe and start strumming. Ultimate Beginner to Expert Guitar Lessons Bundle is a set of online courses Can serve as your virtual guitar teacher. This training package offers 59-hour instruction broken in nine unique
courses designed to help you discover your inner Hendrix. If you've literally never picked up a guitar before, you'll find a lot of basic instructions included to get you started. But if you know your foundation cords already, you may miss ahead to more advanced lessons. You will find coursework on
everything from how to read and write your own music on how to solo as a professional. Since each type of music has its own distinctive features, you will learn how to play in three different genres: Bluegrass, Jazz and Blues. Not only will you immerse yourself in the theory of music, but also learn to play
popular songs in every style. Also, if you dare, you'll be able to immerse yourself in an extremely valuable skill that is rarely taught outside of university music programs: ear training. With interactive games, you'll learn how to identify all 12 musical pitches, learn pitch association techniques, update
chromatic and large scales, and so on, much more. Let's also talk about an amazing instructor for these courses. Dan Dresnok is a guitar teacher with more than 26 years of experience. He also played as a session guitarist in various recording studios and moderated hundreds of group guitar clinics. With
him as an instructor, you'll actually enjoy learning part of learning to play guitar. Our readers can access all nine courses for as little as $29 with this deal, so dust that guitar and get to play. There's no time like quarantine to try it out. TLDR: Coach Guitar Jamstik is an innovative technique for learning to
play, including the high-tech Jamstik and its all-learning learning application. From Chuck Berry and Chet Atkins to Richards, Hendrix and Clapton, to Tom Morello, St. Vincent and Jack White, you saw one of those guitar gods around the world and thought it would be a better life. Although all these
musical legends have an undeniable pack of talents, it all stems from the power of the guitar. Know how to play - and play well - and you earn respect as an artist and as an incredibly cool dude. There are any number of methods for learning how to make six lines speak, but few pack pretty innovation or
ingenuity jamstik Guitar Trainer. Right now, you can save $30 off the price of this drum guitar training system, currently only $199 from TNW offers. At first glance, Jamstik resembles one of those old Guitar Toys in the style of Guitar Hero, but don't be fooled. It's not a toy. Instead of finding a teacher and
taking lessons, Jamstik puts the guitar and the easy-to-follow system directly in your hands - and starts teaching you how to shreds. Even if it's only 18 inches long, Jamstik feels like the real thing. It has been updated with the 2020 edition, Time sports an updated tactile D-pad, matte finish, and spring
loaded string strings a more realistic feeling. After synchronizing Jamstik with your iPhone, iPad, Mac or Google Chrome, the entire sound is filtered through your phone or tablet when you run automated lessons through the Jamstik app. With the app, you can watch your fingers touch the strings in real
time, like the light rays sense your finger positioning and even how much pressure you apply as they reproduce the sound that you would make on the actual guitar. Within minutes, Jamstik will have you playing your first chords - then it's up to you to go. The Jamstik is surprisingly portable in size, allowing
you to pick up and practice from almost anywhere in the world. Once you are hooked up with a pair of headphones, you can practice and play at any time, even sitting on the couch surrounded by family or friends. Class time is not just an hour a week. With Jamstyk, it's anytime. Jamstik is also compatible
with loads of music learning and music creation software, so even experienced players can use Jamstik as part of their home studio process. Regularly $229, save $30 off the price of Jamstik Guitar Trainer now and get one for $199.  Prices can change. Read next: Spotify now allows artists to list virtual
tour dates on their page pages
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